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Abstract—This paper contributes a new large-scale dataset
for weakly supervised cross-media retrieval, named Twitter100k.
Current datasets, such as Wikipedia, NUS Wide and Flickr30k,
have two major limitations. First, these datasets are lacking in
content diversity, i.e., only some pre-defined classes are covered.
Second, texts in these datasets are written in well-organized
language, leading to inconsistency with realistic applications. To
overcome these drawbacks, the proposed Twitter100k dataset is
characterized by two aspects: 1) it has 100,000 image-text pairs
randomly crawled from Twitter and thus has no constraint in the
image categories; 2) text in Twitter100k is written in informal
language by the users.
Since strongly supervised methods leverage the class labels
that may be missing in practice, this paper focuses on weakly
supervised learning for cross-media retrieval, in which only text-
image pairs are exploited during training. We extensively bench-
mark the performance of four subspace learning methods and
three variants of the Correspondence AutoEncoder, along with
various text features on Wikipedia, Flickr30k and Twitter100k.
Novel insights are provided. As a minor contribution, inspired
by the characteristic of Twitter100k, we propose an OCR-based
cross-media retrieval method. In experiment, we show that the
proposed OCR-based method improves the baseline performance.
Index Terms—cross-media retrieval, Twitter100k dataset,
weakly supervised method, benchmark
I. INTRODUCTION
CROSS-media retrieval has extensive applications. In thispaper, we mainly discuss image-text retrieval. In this
task, we aim to search relevant images (texts) from a large
gallery that depict similar content with a text (image) query.
The primary challenge in cross-media retrieval consists in
eliminating the heterogeneity and mining the semantic correla-
tion between modalities [1]–[6]. Another challenge is to speed
up the process of finding relevant data to a query, which can
be met by indexing techniques [7]–[9]. We focus on the first
challenge in this work.
In the community, previous works can be categorized into
two classes: weakly supervised and strongly supervised meth-
ods. For the former, only image-text pairs are available during
training, e.g., multimodal DBM [10], DCCA [11], MSAE [12],
MSDS [13] and CFA [14]; for the latter, class labels are
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provided for each modality, such as TINA [15], LCFS [16],
JFSSL [17], cluster-CCA [18] and CAMH [19]. This paper is
concentrated on weakly supervised methods, which have crit-
ical research and application significance in realistic settings
due to the expensive data annotation process [20].
This paper is motivated in two aspects. On the one hand, a
majority of recent methods lay emphasis on leveraging fully
supervised information such as the class labels. Usually, it
is assumed that the training classes and testing classes are
identical. However, this practice may be problematic in two
aspects: 1) it seems a strong assumption that a query falls into
a pre-defined class during training; 2) it might well be the case
that labeled data is not available due to the annotation cost.
On the other hand, currently available cross-media datasets
have some limitations. First, they are usually deficient in con-
tent diversity. For example, the Pascal VOC 2012 dataset [21]
has 20 different classes such as dog, horse, aeroplane etc.
However, retrieval involves multiple domains under realistic
Internet circumstances. Retrieval methods trained on datasets
of scanty domains may have difficulties in handling queries
from unknown domains. Second, texts in current text-image
datasets are written in well-organized language, using standard
grammar and spelling as well as proper words. However,
texts may be written in a casual way and contain informal
expressions in practice. Third, each image in existing dataset
is associated with tags or a highly-related text description. But
in more realistic scenarios, images and texts are loosely cor-
related. Not all the words in texts have a visual interpretation
in images. Fourth, popular cross-media datasets consisting of
sentences and images may be flawed in dataset scale, such
as the IAPR TC-12 dataset [22] (20,000 samples) and the
Wikipedia dataset [23] (2,866 samples). The lack of data
makes it challenging to evaluate the robustness of retrieval
methods in large-scale galleries.
Considering the above-mentioned problems, this paper
makes two major contributions. Our first contribution is the
collection of a new large-scale cross-media dataset, named
Twitter100k. It contains 100,000 image-text pairs collected
from Twitter1. It is distinguished from existing datasets in
two aspects: varied domains and informal text language. In
result, this dataset provides a more realistic benchmark for
cross-media analysis. Another contribution is that we provide
extensive benchmarking experiments of the weakly supervised
methods by testing the performance of four subspace learning
methods [23]–[26] and three variants of Correspondence Au-
toencoder [27] on the new dataset along with the Wikipedia
1twitter.com
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2and Flickr30k datasets. Under the circumstances where class
labels are unknown, pairs of texts and images are the only
attainable training data. We propose to employ the cumulative
match characteristic (CMC) curve rather than mean average
precision (mAP) for accuracy evaluation.
As a minor contribution, inspired by the characteristics of
Twitter100k that nearly 1/4 of the images contain texts which
are highly correlated to the paired tweets, we make use of the
texts in images and propose an OCR-based retrieval method.
The effectiveness of the method is verified by the experiment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we first
present an overview on commonly used methods and datasets
for cross-media retrieval in Section II. Then, we introduce the
Twitter100k dataset in detail in Section III. Inspired by the
characteristic of the new dataset, we proposed an OCR-based
retrieval method in Section IV. The benchmarking methods
and evaluation protocol are described in Section V. The
benchmarking results and experimenal analysis are presented
in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Cross-media Retrieval Methods
Subspace learning methods. Subspace learning methods
learn a common space for cross-media data, in which the
similarity between the two modalities can be measured by
L2 distance, cosine distance, etc. Canonical Correlation anal-
ysis (CCA) [23] learns subspaces in which the correlation
between the two modalities is maximized. Partial least square
(PLS) [25] learns latent vectors by maximizing the covariance
between the two modalities. Bilinear Model (BLM) [24] learns
a set of basis in which data of the same content and different
modality will project to the same coordinates. CCA, PLS and
BLM are united in a framework called Generalized Multiview
Analysis (GMA) by defining a joint optimization of two
objective functions over two different vector spaces [26]. A
multi-view extension of Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA) is
derived, called generalized multiview marginal fisher analysis
(GMMFA).
Topic models. Topic models are widely applied to cross-
media problem. Correspondence Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(Corr-LDA) is proposed to effectively model the joint distri-
bution of the two modalities and the conditional distribution
of the text given the image [28]. A set of latent topics serves
as latent variable and is shared between the two modalities. In
topic-regression multi-modal Latent Dirichlet Allocation (tr-
mmLDA) model [29], two separate sets of topics are learned
and correlated by a regression module. Multi-modal Document
Random Field (MDRF) model [30] defines a Markov random
field over LDA topic model and learns topics shared across
connected documents to encode the relations between different
modalities.
Deep learning methods. Some cross-media retrieval meth-
ods are based on deep learning. Deep Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (Deep RBM) is utilized to model the joint represen-
tations for the two modalities by learning a probability density
over the space of multimodal inputs [31]. Deep Canonical
Correlation Analysis (DCCA) [32] finds complex nonlinear
TABLE I: Summary of some popular cross-media datasets.
dataset modality # pairs avg. text len. # classes
Wikipedia img./text 2,866 640.5 words 10
Flickr30k img./sentence 31,783 5 sentences n.a
IAPR TC-12 img./text 20,000 23.1 words n.a
Pascal VOC’12 img./tags 11,540 1.4 tags 20
NUS-WIDE img./tags 269,648 2.4 tags 81
transformations of two modalities such that the resulting
representations are highly linearly correlated. A Relational
Generative Deep Belief Nets (RGDBN) model [33] computes
the latent features for social media that best embed both the
content and observed relationships by integrating the Indian
buffet process into the modified Deep Belief Nets. Inspired
by the efficiency of convolutional neural networks (CNN)
for image [34] and text [35], a method called Deep and
Bidirectional Representation Learning Model (DBRLM) uses
two types of convolutional neural networks to represent text
and image [36]. Correspondence Autoencoder (Corr-AE) [27]
methods adopt two autoencoders to reconstruct the input text
and image features while adding a connective layer to two
hidden layers such that representation learning and common
space learning can be accomplished in a single process.
B. Cross-media Datasets
We introduce five commonly used datasets in cross-media
retrieval. A brief summary of these datasets is provided in
Table I.
The Wikipedia dataset. The Wikipedia dataset2 [23] con-
tains 2,866 image-text pairs spread over 10 categories collected
from Wikipedia’s featured articles. The dataset is pruned to
keep text that contains at least 70 words and the average
text length is 640.5 words. The articles are determined by
Wikipedia’s editors and written in formal language. The short-
coming of this dataset is the insufficiency of the image-text
pairs. We present two examples in this dataset in Fig. 1a.
The Flickr30k dataset. The Flickr30k dataset3 [37] con-
prises 31,783 images from Flickr. Each image is associated
with five descriptive sentences independently written by native
English speakers from Mechanical Turk. Different annotators
use different levels of specificity, from describing the overall
situation to specific actions. The images and texts focus on
people involved in everyday activities, events and scenes. No
category information of this dataset is available. Examples in
the dataset are given in Fig. 1b.
The IAPR TC-12 dataset. The IAPR TC-12 dataset4 [22]
is made up of 20,000 image-text pairs including domains of
sports, actions, people, animals, cities, landscapes, etc. The
images are taken from locations around the world. Each text is
composed of a title, a short description of the image, location
and date of creation. The texts are written in English, German,
Spanish or Portuguese. Each English text has 5.4 words in
title and 23.1 words in the description averagely. We provide
several examples in Fig. 1c.
2http://www.svcl.ucsd.edu/projects/crossmodal/
3http://shannon.cs.illinois.edu/DenotationGraph/
4http://imageclef.org/photodata
3All nuthatches nest in cavities; except for
the two species of rock nuthatches, all
use tree holes, making a simple cup lined
with soft materials on which to rest eggs.
In some species the lining consists of
small woody objects such as bark flakes
and seed husks, while in others it
includes the moss, grass, hair and
feathers typical of passerine birds...
Bramall Hall, a Grade I listed building, is
a 14th-century black and white timber
framed Tudor manor house, located
between Cheadle Hulme and Bramhall.
Described by Stockport Metropolitan
Borough Council (SMBC) as "the most
prestigious and historically significant
building in the Conservation Area"...
A band playing on stage and a girl about
to swing into the crowd.
A group of four individuals are on stage
at a concert.
A musical act is performing for an
audience.
A punk band is playing on stage.
A group performs on stage
Two men, one in a gray shirt, one in a
black shirt, standing near a stove.
Two guy cooking and joking around with
the camera.
Two men in a kitchen cooking food on a
stove.
Two men are at the stove preparing food.
Two men are cooking a meal.
Title: Treasure Island
Description: an artificial pond with 
steep rocks and palms on the left, 
street lamps on the right and a grey 
sky in the background;
Location: Las Vegas, United States 
of America
Date: October 2001
Image: images/35/35999.jpg
Title: Aerial Photo of Cochabamba
Description: View of a city with 
many dark green trees and white 
houses with red roofs; there are a 
few high-rise buildings and a 
stadium in the centre;
Location: Cochabamba, Bolivia
Date: 2002
Image: images/00/32.jpg
(a)
(e)
(d)
(c)
(b)
dog horse bottle aeroplane
dog person clouds animal
Fig. 1: Examples in common-used cross-media datasets. (a)-
(e) are examples in the Wikepedia, Flickr30k, IAPR TC-12,
Pascal VOC 2012 and NUS-WIDE datasets, respectively.
The Pascal VOC 2012 dataset. The Pascal VOC 20125 [21]
is a dataset designed for classification and detection tasks.
It consists of 11,540 image-tag pairs in 20 different classes.
Tags are the objects in the images. Each image has 1.4 tags
on average and 7,567 images are labeled with only one tag.
Examples in this dataset are show in Fig. 1d.
The NUS-WIDE dataset. The NUS-WIDE dataset6 [38]
contains 269,648 images and the associated tags from Flickr.
Six types of low-level features are extracted from these images
including color histogram, edge direction histogram, wavelet
texture, block-wise color moments and bag of words based on
SIFT descriptions. Ground-truth for 81 concepts can be used
for evaluation. Each image holds 2.4 concepts on average.
Some examples in this dataset are illustrated in Fig. 1e.
III. TWITTER100K: A MULTI-DOMAIN DATASET
In this section, we introduce a multi-domain dataset called
Twitter100k, which is comprised of 100,000 image-text pairs
collected from Twitter.
A. Dataset Collection
Individual steps in data collection are described below.
Seed user gathering. To ensure the diversity of the col-
lected data, we obtain seed users by sending queries to Twitter
with various topic words, such as trip, meal, fitness, sports, etc.
These randomly selected users serve as seed to acquire more
user candidates.
User candidate generation. A web spider is developed to
crawl the accounts of the users who are following the seed
users. This step iterates several times until we get a long list of
5http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/
6http://lms.comp.nus.edu.sg/research/NUS-WIDE.htm
user candidates. The domains covered by the users are further
enlarged with the iteration.
Tweet collection. Another web spider collects tweets with
the corresponding images by visiting the homepages of all
the users in the candidate list. We find that around 1/3 of the
tweets are companied with images.
Data pruning. The image-tweet pair is pruned under any
of the following situations.
• Messy codes in tweets;
• Tweets without words;
• Tweets not written in English;
• Reduplicate tweets with same ID;
• Error images.
We finally obtain 100,000 image-text pairs in total. An
image and text appearing in one piece of tweet are considered
as a pair. Some examples in this new dataset are presented in
Fig. 2.
B. Dataset Characteristics
The Twitter100k dataset is featured in the following five
aspects. First, this dataset is collected from social media, hence
it covers a wide range of domains, such as sport, architecture,
food, animal, news, plant, person, poster and so forth.
Second, since informal language is usually used by Internet
users when posting tweets, texts in Twitter100k are distin-
guished from other datasets in grammar and vocabularies.
• Abbreviations. An abbreviation is a shortened form of
a word or word group. Take the texts marked with blue
panes in the third row of Fig. 2 as example, ur and ppl
are short for you are and people, respectively.
• Initialisms. An initialism is a term formed from the initial
letter or letters of several words. In the texts marked
with green panes in the third row of Fig. 2, idc and lol
are initialisms for I don’t care and laughing out loud in
several.
• Omission of subject and verb. Both subject and verb
are omitted when tweet is description or exclamation of
an activity or something. The texts marked with purple
angles in the third row of Fig. 2 are examples.
• Hashtags. A hashtag is a type of label used on social
network to indicate a specific theme. It consists of a
hash character # and a word or unspaced phrase. In the
texts marked with yellow lines in the third row of Fig. 2,
hashtags are highly correlated to the images.
Third, the correlation between the image and text is often
very loose. In the examples in the first row of Fig. 2, some
words in texts are direct descriptions of images while other
words are out of semantic consistence and have no visual
interpretations. Such is the case in practice.
Fourth, Twitter100k is a large-scale dataset, comprising
100,000 image-text pairs. A wealth of data can avoid over-
fitting during training. Moreover, it can be exploited to test
the robustness of retrieval methods under massive data.
Last, approximately 1/4 of the images in this dataset contain
text which are highly correlated to the paired tweets. As
is presented by the examples in the second row of Fig. 2,
some words in tweets are corresponding to the text located in
4Maybe we can make a bike ride
sometime ?
Hear a shark attack victim
turned shark conservationist's
story: #SharkWeek
U.S. men's basketball, the
overwhelming favorite to win
gold, has been underwhelming
lately
Sydney opera House suitably lit
up for tonight's opening
ceremony in Rio
17 Easy, Extremely Delicious
Homemade Chocolate Truffles
Less screen time, more green
time! Unplug during your
vacation and connect with
nature.
Our cat Anakin is just as excited
about #NineLives coming to
theaters this Friday as we are.
#sponsored
Firefighter killed batting plane
fire at Dubai airport. The airport
has resumed all flights
Caribou are totally Canadian,
but endangered & barely
protected. Let's change that:
#cariboo
Top 30 Women In 
#SocialMedia Who Are Rocking 
It #LikeAGirl:
July Favorites video is out. 
Watch here:
.@Chilis email promised New 
Deals for the New Year, and it 
delivered. A low-res burger and 
snow-dusted tenders!
One of my fave subjects to
shoot: Girl boss @mjayme is in
@CNNPhilippines' "Leading
Women" later at 7PM
Don't let the fear of falling keep 
you from flying. #drinkthepink 
@BioSteelSports
Join the #SuicideSquad now at 
#SMCinema, #IMAX & 
@directorsclub. Book your 
tickets now:
Join the Brampton MPs for a 
Community BBQ on SUN. 
AUG. 28. @ 1-4 PM. #CdnPoli 
#Brampton #Neighbours #food 
#Music
If ur gonna par us like this then
you might as well make the
packet half the size, save the
environment @popchips
Kim, Guillaume, Barbara, me, 
David Mei after having honey 
buttered fried chicken for dinner 
= happy lol
Over the past 30 years, #China
has lifted 600M ppl out of
#poverty #dataviz
If you cheat, youre trash. Idc 
what the situation is, doesnt 
matter. Nobody deserves 2 fall 
asleep at night wondering why 
they werent enough
A summer get together with old
friends in Florida...in July. My
friends are comedians?
#Lusianthus #flowers #petals
#white
Great day with my family on the
farm
FARRO SALAD with roasted
vegetables and feta #cooking
#yum #vegetarian #italian
#recipes
Fig. 2: Examples in Twitter100k. In the first row are presented the examples whose images are visual interpretations of texts
marked with orange lines. In the second row are presented the examples whose images contain words marked with red circles
which are highly correlated to texts marked with red lines. In the third row are presented examples whose texts are written in
informal language: abbreviations marked with blue panes, initialisms marked with green panes, omission of subject and verb
marked with purple angles, hashtags marked with yellow lines.
images. In extreme cases, tweets can be identical to the text
in images. To our knowledge, Twitter100k is the only cross-
media dataset with this characteristic.
C. Potential Application Scenarios
The Twitter100k dataset provides a more realistic bench-
mark for cross-media retrieval. Since it is collected from
Twitter, cross-media retrieval on this dataset is promising for
application scenarios to be detailed below.
• Social media platforms such as Twitter only provide pre-
defined emoticons for users to choose when posting a
tweet. In fact, by cross-media retrieval, it can be more
convenient and interesting to extend the range of emoti-
cons and recommend suitable images for users according
to the contents of the tweets.
• Current content-based user recommendation and interest-
group mining only take into consideration single-media
data such as text. Adding correlation information between
texts and images can improve the effectiveness of user
recommendation systems and interest-group mining.
IV. PROPOSED OCR-BASED RETRIEVAL METHOD FOR
TWITTER100K DATASET
It can be found out from the Twitter100k dataset that about
1/4 of the images contain text which may be correlated to the
corresponding tweets and several of these images even involve
no objects except text. It is challenging for current methods in
cross-media retrieval to find the correlation between the tweets
and these kind of images when optical character recognition
(OCR) is not employed. Various features are used for image
representation. For example, SIFT [39] and color features are
exploited in [40]; GIST [41] and HOG [42] are adopted in
[43]. These features are effective in extracting color and shape
of images, but defect in representing the words contained in
the images. In order to tackle the problem, we propose an
OCR-based cross-media retrieval method.
Our method consists of five components, which will be
described below.
OCR-text extraction. We extract words on each image
using python wrapper for Tesseract7.
OCR-text pruning. As a revision of Tesseract, we prune
the OCR-texts based on word frequency and text length. We
first generate a vocabulary of the most frequent 5,000 words
using the tweets in Twitter100k. After removing the words
not in this vocabulary, we keep those OCR-texts which have
at least two words remained. A total of 21,579 OCR-texts are
obtained.
Distance between tweet and OCR-text. We adopt Jaccard
Distance to measure the similarity between the tweet and
OCR-text. The Jaccard Distance is defined as:
J(T,O) =
M10 +M01
M10 +M01 +M11
, (1)
where T and O denote tweet and the OCR-text, respectively;
M11 is the number of words contained in both the tweet and
OCR-text, M10 is the number of words contained in tweet but
not in OCR-text, and M01 is the number of words contained
in OCR-text but not in tweet.
Distance in common subspace. We use T and I to
denote tweet and image. C(T, I) represents the cosine distance
between the two modalities in the common subspace learned
by retrieval methods such as CCA, PLS, BLM, GMMFA and
Corr-AE methods.
7Tesseract is an optical character recognition engine and considered as one
of the most accurate open-source OCR engines. The code can be found at
https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
5Hybrid distance. We define a hybrid distance between the
tweet and image as follows:
dist(T, I) =
{
αJ(T,O) + (1− α)C(T, I), Ind(I) = 1
C(T, I), Ind(I) = 0
(2)
where α is a weight parameter and Ind(I) is a boolean-valued
function to indicate whether image I has a corresponding
OCR-text. The influence of weight factor α is evaluated in
the experiments.
Ranking. We rank the candidates in the gallery based on
the hybrid distance between the query and candidate.
V. BENCHMARKING METHODS AND EVALUATION
PROTOCOL
This paper mainly discuss the weakly supervised retrieval
methods, in which only the co-occurrence infomation of the
image and text is exploited. We will first describe some
popular methods that will be adopted in the benchmarking
experiment and then introduce the evaluation protocol.
A. Compared Methods
The cross-media retrieval methods we will compare in the
paper are listed below.
• CCA. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [23] finds
a basis of canonical components, i.e., directions, along
which the data is maximally correlated.
• BLM. The bilinear model (BLM) [24] can separate
style and content by using singular value decomposition
(SVD). It learns a shared subspace in which data of the
same content and different modality is projected to the
same coordinates.
• PLS. Partial least square (PLS) [25] uses the least square
method to correlate the subspaces of CCA in order to
avoid information dissipation in the process of different
modal correlations.
• GMMFA. Generalized multi-view marginal Fisher analy-
sis (GMMFA) [26] is a multi-view extension of Marginal
Fisher Analysis. It tries to separate different-class and
compress same-class samples in the feature space. We
use GMMFA in a weakly supervised way by regarding
every image-text pairs as an independent category.
• Corr-AE. Correspondence autoencoder (Corr-AE) [27]
uses two autoencoders to reconstruct the input text and
image features. It minimizes the weighted sum of the
reconstruction loss and the distance between the hidden
vectors of the two modalities.
• cross Corr-AE. Cross Corr-AE is a variant of Corr-AE.
It takes one modality as input to reconstruct the other
modality.
• full Corr-AE. Full Corr-AE is another variant of Corr-
AE. It takes one modality as input to simultaneously
reconstruct the two modalities.
Among the above-mentioned methods, CCA, BLM, PLS
and GMMFA are subspace learning methods, while Corr-AE,
cross Corr-AE and full Corr-AE are collectively called Corr-
AE methods.
B. Implement Details
In this section, we describe the implementations and settings
of the compared methods in detail.
• Subspace learning methods. For subspace learning
methods, we adopt the matlab implementation provided
by [26]8 to compute the linear projection matrix. Since no
label information is considered in this paper, we set every
text-image pair with an independent label. The options
are set default.
• Corr-AE methods. For Corr-AE methods, we adopt the
GPU-based python implementation provided by [27]9
to compute the hidden vectors of the two modalities.
According to the experiment results presented in [27],
1024-dimensional hidden layer is employed. The weight
factor of reconstruction error and correlation distance is
set to 0.8, 0.2, 0.8 for Corr-AE, cross Corr-AE and full
Corr-AE, respectively.
C. Modality Representations
1) Text Representations:
• LDA feature. For subspace learning methods, the rep-
resentation of text is derived from a latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) [44] model. For each dataset, we first
train a LDA model with 50 topics. Then each text is
represented as a 50-dimensional LDA feature by the topic
assignment probability distributions.
• BoW feature. For Corr-AE methods, text is represented
by Bag-of-Word (BoW) feature. We first convert texts to
lower case and remove stop-words. We adopt unigram
model and select the most frequent 5,000 words to form
a vocabulary. A 5000-dimensional BoW feature based on
this vocabulary is generated for each text.
• 1024-dimensional WE-BoW feature. Word embed-
ding [45] (WE) is a language modeling and feature
learning technique in natural language processing (NLP).
It attempts to learn distributed representation of word,
which is called word vector. Word vector contains se-
mantic information of word and is applied to significantly
improve many NLP applications [46]. Therefore, we pro-
pose to utilize a WE-BoW feature. A codebook of 1024
word vectors is first built with the k-means clustering
algorithm using all the 400,000 300-dimensional word
vectors pre-trained by GloVe10 [47]. Then word vectors
in each text are quantized with this codebook, and text is
represented by the L2-normalized word vector histogram
that results from this quantization.
2) Image Representations:
• 4096-dimensional CNN feature. We first resize each
image to 224*224 and extract the fc7 CNN feature
using VGG16 model [48] with the implementation of
CAFFE11 [49].
8https://www.cs.umd.edu/ bhokaal/
9https://github.com/fangxiangfeng/deepnet
10http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
11http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org
6D. Dataset Split
In this paper, we benchmark the retrieval methods on the
Wikipedia, Flickr30k and Twitter100k datasets. Each dataset
is split into a training set, a validation set and a test set. The
dataset split is described as follows:
• The Wikipedia dataset. We use 2,173 image-text pairs
for training and 500 pairs for testing. For Corr-AE
methods, additional 193 pairs serve as validation set. All
the data in test set is utilized as query.
• The Flickr30k dataset. The amounts of the training set
and test set are both 15,000 image-text pairs. Extra 1,783
pairs are employed for validation in Corr-AE methods.
We select 2,000 images and texts from the test set
randomly to function as query. Since each image has 5
matched sentences, when taking image as query, the text
gallery contains 75,000 sentences and any one of the 5
matched sentences is considered correct.
• The Twitter100k dataset. 50,000 and 40,000 image-text
pairs are exploited for training and testing, respectively.
For Corr-AE methods, 10,000 pairs are used as validation
set. 2,000 images and texts are selected randomly from
the test set to serve as query.
E. Evaluation Metrics
Since no pre-defined category labels are available, text and
image in a pair are considered as a ground-truth match. That is,
given a query text (image), only one ground-truth image (text)
exists in the gallery. As a consequence, we take the following
two evaluation metrics.
• CMC. Cumulative match characteristic (CMC) is fre-
quently used as a metric in the field of face recogni-
tion [50] and person re-identification [51] [52]. It mea-
sures how well an identification system ranks the identi-
ties in the enrolled database with respect to ”unknown”
probe image. For cross-media retrieval, CMC represents
the expectation of finding the correct match in the top
n matches and can be described by a curve of average
retrieval accuracy with respect to rank.
• Mean rank. Mean rank is the average of the ranks of the
correct matches for a series of queries Q.
Mean Rank =
1
|Q|
|Q|∑
i=1
ranki, (3)
where ranki refers to the rank position of the correct
match for the i-th query.
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present the experiment results and discuss
the impact of several factors on the retrieval performance,
including datasets, the amount of training data, text features
and retrieval methods.
A. Comparison of Retrieval Methods on Various Datasets
The benchmarking results on Wikipedia, Flickr30k and
Twitter100k are presented in Fig. 3. Two findings can be
drawn.
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Fig. 3: CMC curves on the (a) Wikipedia, (b) Flicker30k,
and (c) Twitter100k datasets. Various Corr-AE and subspace
learning methods are compared.
First, Corr-AE methods surpass the subspace learning meth-
ods (CCA, BLM, PLS and GMMFA), especially on the
Wikipedia and Flickr30k dataset. The reason is that the sub-
space learning methods are based on a two-stage framework,
which first extracts features for each modality separately and
then finds a linear matrix to project two modalities into a
shared space. In other words, correlation learning is separated
from representation learning. By contrast, Corr-AE methods
incorporates representation learning and correlation learning
into a single process by defining the loss function as the
weighted sum of reconstruction error and correlation loss.
Thus Corr-AE methods can achieve superior performance to
linear-projection methods. Among the three variants of Corr-
AE methods, full Corr-AE achieves the best performance on
the whole. In full Corr-AE, two modalities are reconstructed
with one modality as input, hence the correlation between
images and texts is well embedded in the hidden feature of
the autoencoder. Moreover, cross Corr-AE performs poorly in
image to text retrieval, which manifests the heterogeneous gap
between the two modalities.
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Fig. 4: CMC curves on the Twitter100k dataset with 10k or
50k image-text pairs as training data.
Second, generally speaking, the retrieval performance on
Flickr30k is the highest among the three datasets while the
performance on Twitter100k is the lowest. In other words, the
Twitter100k dataset can be viewed as the most challenging
one among the three datasets. We speculate that the relatively
high performance of the Flickr30k dataset can be attributed to
the fact that the texts are written by native English speakers
to directly describe the images; the texts and the images are
highly correlated. For the Wikipedia dataset, the text-image
pairs are collected from Wikipedia’s featured articles and the
long texts introduce abundant aspects about the iamges, in-
cluding background, history, episode and so on. Consequently,
majority words in the texts are not visual interpretations of
the images. The reason why Twitter100k has lowest retrieval
accuracy lies in three aspects. First, this dataset covers a
diversity of domains. Second, informal expressions often exist
in tweets. Third, the texts and images have a relatively loose
correlation, and the correlation is even various from user to
user. As a result, it is challenging to learn the correlation
between the texts and images for Twitter100k.
B. The Impact of Different Amount of Training Data
In this section, we explore whether retrieval performance
can be improved with larger amount of training data. To this
end, we use 50,000 and 10,000 image-text pairs for training,
respectively. The experiment results on Twitter100k dataset
with different quantity of training data are given in Fig. 4.
As is shown in Fig. 4, all the dotted lines (10k training data)
are below the corresponding solid line (50k training data). For
text to image retrieval with full Corr-AE, for instance, average
retrieval accuracy improves from 42.55% to 48.65% (+6.10%)
at rank= 9500 when the available training data increases from
10k to 50k.
Abundant training data can lead to high ability for gener-
alization and effective correlation learning. The improvement
brought by the massive data verifies that the large scale of
Twitter100k is a crucial advantage for cross-media retrieval.
C. Comparison of Various Text Features
To evaluate the influence of different text features, we test
the retrieval performance on the Wikipedia, Flickr30k and
Twitter100k datasets using various features, i.e., LDA feature,
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Fig. 5: CMC curves with various text features on the (a)
Wikipedia, (b) Flicker30k, and (c) Twitter100k datasets.
BoW feature and WE-BoW feature. The benchmarking results
with different text features are shown in Fig. 5.
The impact of WE-BoW feature varies on datasets and
retrieval methods. Take text to image retrieval as example.
Similar findings can be obtained in image to text retrieval.
First, the results in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b demonstrate that the
WE-BoW feature is secondary to the LDA feature and BoW
feature for cross-media retrieval on Wikipedia and Flickr30k.
For example, after exploiting the WE-BoW feature, average
retrieval accuracy decreases from 90.60% to 77.60% (-13.0%)
for Corr-AE at rank= 200 on Wikipedia. Even more seri-
ous deterioration can be seen for BLM at rank= 2000 on
Flickr30k, from 65.65% to 40.30% (-25.35%). Second, similar
degradations in performance can be observed on Twitter100k
when CCA, BLM and GMMFA are adopted, e.g., the accuracy
is lower by 7.60% at rank= 9200 for CCA. Third, the usage
of the WE-BoW feature ameliorates the retrieval accuracy for
Corr-AE methods and PLS on Twitter100k. For instance, the
accuracy exceeds by +2.65% and +3.3% for cross Corr-AE at
rank= 9400 and PLS at rank= 9200, respectively.
The improvement can be attributed to the semantic informa-
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Fig. 6: Mean rank of the correct matches with different values
of α on the Twitter100k dataset.
tion brought by the word vectors, which are trained on large
corpus of texts. The vectors of similar words are close in space.
In contrast, words are considered independent in the BoW
representation. Since texts in Twitter100k contain plenty of
informal expressions and abbreviations, semantic information
embedded in WE-BoW benefits the retrieval.
However, the text in Wikipedia and Flickr30k gives a de-
tailed description of image and is written in formal language.
LDA and BoW are effective to represent text in this kind of
corpus. Since WE-BoW is derived from the pre-trained word
vectors , LDA and BoW offers an advantage over the WE-
BoW feature on Wikipedia and Flickr30k.
On Twitter100k, the opposite effect of word embedding
on different retrieval methods results from the merit and
drawback of WE-BoW . The merit is the semantic informa-
tion contained by word vectors. The drawback is the high
dimension compared with the 50-dimensional LDA feature.
For subspace learning methods, 1024-dimensional WE-BoW
makes it difficult to find the shared space for the cross-media
data, hence retrieval performance suffers from the WE-BoW
feature. On the contrary, since WE-BoW is lower in dimension
than the 5000-dimensional BoW feature used for Corr-AE
methods, retrieval accuracy is improved with the integration
of word embedding.
In addition, the word vectors used in this experiments are
pre-trained on text corpus written in well-organized language,
specific word vectors trained on Twitter corpus will be more
beneficial for the Twitter100k dataset.
D. Performance of the Proposed OCR-based Method
This section presents the performance of the proposed
OCR-based retrieval method on Twitter100k. Above all, we
discuss the impact of the weight parameter α on the retrieval
performance. The mean rank of the correct matches with
different values of α on Twitter100k are provided in Fig. 6.
These results reveal that the mean rank of the correct
matches declines with α when α < 1 for all the baselines.
It shows that text on image plays a dominant role in retrieval.
But the performance deteriorates when α is set to 1, because
the information about the color and the shape of the image is
lost. We accordingly choose 0.9 as the best value for α.
Then we compare the performance of the proposed OCR-
based method with baselines. The experiment results are
represented in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7: CMC on Twitter100k dataset with proposed method
and baselines.
From Fig. 7 we can find out that all the dotted lines
(the proposed method) are above the corresponding full line
(baselines). In other words, average retrieval accuracy im-
proves by incorporating OCR when the same retrieval method
is used, e.g., for BLM in text to image retrieval, average
retrieval accuracy ascends from 43.10% to 48.60% (+5.50%)
at rank= 9000. This enhancement is ascribed to the facts that
the tweets and the texts on the images are highly correlated;
the proposed methods can utilize the text information of the
images besides the shape and color information.
The proposed OCR-based method may be further developed
by utilizing superior similarity metrics and advanced text
retrieval methods. Moreover, besides modifying the distance
formulation by incorporating Jaccard distance between tweet
and OCR-text, OCR-text can be integrated in multiple ways,
such as concatenating the OCR-text with other image features
and so forth.
E. Retrieved Examples of the Twitter100k Dataset
In this section, we study the retrieval results of the Twit-
ter100k dataset. We adopt full Corr-AE method and BoW
feature. OCR-texts and 50,000 training data are employed. For
each query, we represent top five retrieved results in the rank
list and provide the ground truth match together with its rank
for reference.
As is demonstrated in Fig. 8, the ground truth match and
top five retrieved results are correlated to the query from
two perspectives. One is the content aspect. Take the first
text to image retrieval for example. Dinner and baby are
two key words in the query text. The food and drinks in
images are the visual interpretations of dinner. The people in
images are corresponding to baby because baby can be used
as hypocorism to call the person loved by someone besides
infant.
Another perspective is opinion or sentiment. For instance,
in the first image to text retrieval, the query image consists
of a woman in dress, sky, clouds, grass, trees and mountains.
It is a scenic image taken during the travel, which can be
confirmed by the ground truth text. Opinion words such as
beautiful and gorgeous appear in the top four retrieved texts,
which manifest the sentiment of the Internet users upon the
scenery and travel.
In Twitter100k dataset, image is more than what it shows. It
involves opinion and sentiment of the Internet users in addition
9Dinner is served. Thanks
baby @AllisonSky I love
you.
Query text
(Rank=9)
Top 5 retrieved images
Nice view. Sunset looks
good too. #MMonday
Ground Truth
(Rank=876)
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#Trav
One of the
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#beautiful
towns in #Spain
#Morella
Hassan II Mosque
has some of the
most beautiful
arches I've seen.
Gorgeous view of
the Swiss Alps as
can be seen
reflecting from
my world cup
Escape to the
beautiful &
summery Corsica
via Auguste
Herbin #TBT
Missing that
glowing water.
#Travel
Query image Top 5 retrieved textsGround Truth
Emilia's baby (my baby)
I love her
#SelfieForSeb
nah not you bro,
this for my dad
Seb Stan love
you papi
5 Things Dad
Can Do to Help
with the New
Baby
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remember being
that little girl too
I love you sooooooo
much . My Baby Maik
#ZeusMaik #Dogs
#Yorksa #miFamilia
my little smiley
happy angel love
her sooooo much
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Fig. 8: Top retrieved examples of the full Corr-AE method on the Twitter100k dataset. The key words which are correlated to
the images from the perspective of content and opinion are marked with rectangles.
to the content. Cite the second image to text retrieval as an
example, with the query image of a girl, in addition to little
and baby, love is a high frequency word in the retrieved texts.
This implies that opinion aspect has an influence on multi-
media retrieval although the sentiment of an image is hidden
in a high semantic level.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a large-scale cross-media dataset
called Twitter100k, which provides a more realistic benchmark
towards weakly supervised text-image retrieval. A number
of learning methods and text features are evaluated in our
experiments. Considering the characteristic of the new dataset,
we propose to improve the retrieval performance based on
OCR-texts of images.
There is still a long way to go before achieving a satisfying
retrieval performance on the new dataset. In future work, we
plan to design a better evaluation protocol for this dataset
and consider the correlation between the images and texts
from high-level semantic perspectives, such as opinion and
sentiment views. We expect this paper and the new dataset
will motivate more insightful works.
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